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New Clock & Thermometer Range from Pro-Street Cycles

Pro-Street Cycles are pleased to announce that they have now further extended their range of
billet clocks and thermometers to now include models for the Harley DavidsonÂ® V-RodÂ®
VRSCA and VRSCB models and the Road KingÂ® and Road King ClassicÂ® models.

(PRWEB) July 21, 2005 -- Pro-Street Cycles are pleased to announce that they have now further extended their
range of billet clocks and thermometers to now include models for the Harley DavidsonÂ® V-RodÂ® VRSCA
and VRSCB models and the Road KingÂ® and Road King ClassicÂ® models.

The V-RodÂ® clock fits over the stem nut and is tightened with a small set screw using a hex wrench (which is
supplied). The set screw is well-hidden, which makes for a clean mounting after the unit is installed.

The latest creation from the team at Pro-Street Cycles takes another eyesore, the Road King console washer,
and replaces it with a beautiful add-on that is functional as well. The billet housing is positioned perfectly to
glance at while riding and it looks so good, it looks as though the Motor Company put it there themselves! Our
Console Clock also replaces the Motor Company's own after market answer to the ugly OEM arrangement...the
"Bullseye" Console Washer - p/n 94753-99.

All our housings are CNC machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminium and then given a high mirror polish. Each
housing incorporates either a water-proof quartz clock or thermometer. Precision-crafted by Pro-Street Cycles
in Germany.

All clocks feature Luminescent hands and dials and have a "soft gasket" mounting system that helps insulate
against the damaging effects of vibration. The clocks feature a metal case and special gasket that seals the lens
and protects the movement from being damaged by water. Clocks are triple plated for durability and incorporate
scratch resistant glass lens.

The clocks and thermometers are available with a choice of combination styles - Black Face/Chrome Bezel or
White Face/Chrome Bezel.

Attractively packaged and fully guaranteed.

Pro-Street Cycles now produce a range of motorcycle clocks and thermometers which are available to fit most
makes of motorcycle including HarleyÂ®, Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki, Yamaha, Triumph etc. The time for
putting your glove down and your sleeve up just to have a look at your watch is over.

The Pro-Street range of Billet motorcycle clocks is a part of our own range of dynamic billet accessories. For
more details visit Pro-Street Cycles at http://www.pro-streetcycles.com
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Phil Perks
PRO-STREET CYCLES LTD
http://www.pro-streetcycles.com/
01327 340513

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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